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Abstract
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) and Conditional
GANs (cGANs) have recently been applied for singing voice
extraction (SVE), since they can accurately model the vocal dis-
tributions and effectively utilize a large amount of unlabelled
datasets. However, current GANs/cGANs based SVE frame-
works have no explicit mechanism to eliminate the mutual in-
terferences between different sources. In this work, we intro-
duce a novel ‘crossfire’ criterion into GANs to complement
its standard adversarial training, which forms a dual-objective
GANs, namely Crossfire GANs (Cr-GANs). In addition, we de-
sign a Generalized Projection Method (GPM) for cGANs based
frameworks to extract more effective conditional information
for SVE. Using the proposed GPM, we extend our Cr-GANs
to conditional version, i.e., Crossfire Conditional GANs (Cr-
cGANs). The proposed methods were evaluated on the DSD100
and CCMixter datasets. The numerical results have shown that
the ‘crossfire’ criterion and GPM are beneficial to each other
and considerably improve the separation performance of exist-
ing GANs/cGANs based SVE methods.
Index Terms: generative adversarial networks, crossfire crite-
rion, generalized projection method, singing voice extraction

1. Introduction
Separating the singing voice from the accompaniment in music
recordings, namely Singing Voice Extraction (SVE), is a chal-
lenging task [1], since the vocal component and accompaniment
are highly correlated in both time and frequency [2]. Extensive
studies have been conducted to address this problem, which can
be organized into model-based methods and data-driven meth-
ods [2]. Compared with model-based methods [3–7], the data-
driven approaches, notably the deep learning based methods [8],
have provided a strong boost to the SVE performance [9–15].

Many deep learning methods for SVE use hand-crafted loss
or distribution functions, which may lead to biased models [16].
In contrast, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [17]
which employ adversarial training between the generator and
discriminators, do not need to specify the output distributions,
thus provide potentially more accurate modeling [16,18–20]. In
addition, different from most supervised SVE methods which
require labelled datasets [2], the adversarial training of GANs
can work in a semi-supervised fashion [20] by making use of
unlabelled data. As a variant of GANs, Conditional GANs
(cGANs), which utilize conditional information (CI) to improve
the discriminator, have also been used for SVE [18, 19].

In spite of this progress, there are two main issues in cur-

rent GANs/cGANs based SVE frameworks. First, the SVE aims
to separate different sources from the mixture; thus, it is pre-
ferred to eliminate the mutual interference between vocal and
accompaniment. However, the standard GANs/cGANs have no
explicit mechanism to handle this issue. Second, the estimated
sources depend heavily on the input mixture, while the current
cGANs for SVE simply feed the mixture (i.e., the CI) into the
discriminator via a naive concatenation of the mixture and the
real or estimated (faked) sources [18,19]. According to [17,21],
the optimal conditional discriminator for cGANs is the sum of
two log likelihood ratios (see Eq. (2) in [21]), in case of SVE,
the first ratio should model the relationships between the CI (the
mixture) and the real or estimated (faked) sources, and the sec-
ond ratio, which is independent of CI, should model the intrinsic
characteristics for each source. However, the simple concate-
nation in current SVE methods cannot fully comply with this
architecture. How to effectively use CI to design a better SVE
discriminator needs to be further investigated.

To address the first issue, this paper introduces a novel cri-
terion (loss), i.e., a ‘crossfire’ criterion, to the traditional ad-
versarial training of GANs. The ‘crossfire’ criterion aims to
mutually eliminate the interferences between different sources.
This loss and the traditional adversarial loss form a novel
dual-objective GANs, namely Crossfire GANs (Cr-GANs). To
address the second issue, the Generalized Projection Method
(GPM), inspired from the Projection Method (PM) [21], is pro-
posed for cGANs. In GPM, effective CI and intrinsic fea-
tures are extracted by mapping the mixture and the real/faked
source respectively to the same low-dimensional high-level fea-
ture space, and then the correlation between CI and intrinsic
features is computed to improve the conditional discriminator.
Accordingly, the GPM can fit the architecture of cGANs better.
Using the proposed GPM, we extend our Cr-GANs to Crossfire
Conditional GANs (Cr-cGANs) so that the proposed ‘crossfire’
criterion and GPM can work together for SVE. To fairly com-
pare the proposed method with the state-of-the-art GANs based
SVE method [20], we implement the proposed Cr-GANs and
Cr-cGANs in the same framework as [20] and compare their
performance under the same conditions.

2. Crossfire GANs (Cr-GANs)
The proposed Cr-GANs for two-source separation is illustrated
in Fig. 1, where X1 (X2) is the source space with the distribu-
tion pdata1 (pdata2 ) and Y is the mixture space with distribution
pmix. The generator G(y) = (G1(y), G2(y)), y ∈ Y, is the
separator, where G1 : Y → X1 and G2 : Y → X2. The dis-
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Figure 1: The proposed Cr-GANs, where dotted lines 5© and 6©
represent the ‘crossfire’ criterion.

criminator D1 : X1(∪X2) → R and D2 : X2(∪X1) → R
aim to distinguish which is ‘true’ or ‘faked’ for each source.
For ‘crossfire’ criterion, each discriminator is fed with the op-
posite (interfering) faked source (see lines 5© and 6© in Fig. 1).
We use two types of training datasets: labelled and unlabelled.
The labelled dataset is Dp = {(s1,m1), . . . , (sM ,mM )}, in-
cluding M pairs of the mixture mi ∈ Y and its sources
si = (s1i , s

2
i ), s

1
i ∈ X1, s

2
i ∈ X2, 1 ≤ i ≤ M . The unlabelled

datasets are the mixture dataset Du = {mu
1, . . . ,m

u
U} ⊂ Y and

the solo source datasets Dk
s ⊂ Xk, k = 1, 2, where U is the

number of unlabelled mixtures, and the mixtures and sources in
unlabelled datasets are not paired.

The training of Cr-GANs in Fig. 1 includes two alternat-
ing steps: (i) training the generator by fixing the discriminators
and (ii) training the discriminators by fixing the generator. We
adopted the same loss function as in [20] to train the generator:

minG Ls(G) + αLu(G) + βLadd(G), (1)

where Ls(G) is the supervised loss, Lu(G) is the unsupervised
loss, and Ladd(G) is the additive penalty. The α controls the
influence from the adversarial (or crossfire) discriminators and
β controls the weight of the additive penalty. The definations of
Ls(G), Lu(G), and Ladd(G) are

Ls(G)=
1

M

∑M

i=1
||G(mi)−si||2,where (si,mi)∈Dp,(2)

Lu(G)=−Ey[D1(G1(y))]− Ey[D2(G2(y))], (3)

Ladd(G)=
1

U

∑U

i=1
||

2∑
k=1

Gk(m
u
i)−mu

i ||2,mu
i ∈ Du. (4)

The discriminators are trained with the gradient penalty
of the improved Wasserstein-GAN [22] to alleviate mode col-
lapses [23],

Lgrad
k (x) = Ex max(||∇xDk(x)||2 − 1, 0)2, k = 1, 2, (5)

where x involves randomly interpolating between the real data
and the output of generator (see Table 1). The Lgrad

k aims at
constraining the gradient norm of each discriminator’s output
with respect to its input [20] [22].

2.1. Traditional Adversarial Loss

The traditional adversarial loss, as defined in Eq. (6), only aims
at increasing the recognition ability of each discriminator for its
own real source,

minD1,D2 −Wp(D1, D2) + λPadv(D1, D2), (6)

Table 1: The different sampling points for gradient penalty.

Type Discriminator Sampling point One end The other end

Adversarial
D1 x̂adv

1 x1 G1(y)

D2 x̂adv
2 x2 G2(y)

Crossfire
D1 x̂cross

1 x1 G2(y)

D2 x̂cross
2 x2 G1(y)

where the Wasserstein distance Wp(D1, D2) and the penalty
Padv(D1, D2) are defined as
Wp(D1, D2) = Ex1∼pdata1

[D1(x1)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
solid line 1© in Fig. 1

−Ey∼pmix [D1(G1(y))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
solid line 2© in Fig. 1

(7)

+Ex2∼pdata2
[D2(x2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

solid line 3© in Fig. 1

−Ey∼pmix [D2(G2(y))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
solid line 4© in Fig. 1

,

Padv(D1, D2) = L
grad
1 (x̂adv

1 ) + L
grad
2 (x̂adv

2 ), (8)

where x1 (x2) in Eq. (7) is sampled fromD1
s (D2

s ), y is sampled
from Du, and x̂adv

k (k = 1, 2) in Eq. (8) is sampled in a standard
way [22] (see row 2-3 in Table 1). When alternately solving
Eqs. (6) and (1), the traditional GANs can be obtained.

2.2. Crossfire Criterion

With the traditional adversarial loss, discriminators can only
concentrate on distinguishing their own sources (real or faked),
but know nothing about the interfering source. To enhance it,
we introduce the following crossfire criterion,

minD1,D2 −Vc(D1, D2) + λPcr(D1, D2), (9)

where the crossfire distance Vc(D1, D2) and the penalty
Pcr(D1, D2) are defined as
Vc(D1, D2) = Ex1∼pdata1

[D1(x1)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
solid line 1© in Fig. 1

−Ey∼pmix [D1(G2(y))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
dotted line 6© in Fig. 1

(10)

+Ex2∼pdata2
[D2(x2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

solid line 3© in Fig. 1

−Ey∼pmix [D2(G1(y))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
dotted line 5© in Fig. 1

,

Pcr(D1, D2) = L
grad
1 (x̂cross

1 ) + L
grad
2 (x̂cross

2 ), (11)

where the sampling points x̂cross
k (k = 1, 2) in Eq. (11) work in

a crossfire way (see row 4-5 in Table 1).
Using the crossfire distance Vc, each discriminator is fed

with its real source and the interfering ‘faked’ source from the
generator. Owing to this, two discriminators have the chance
to see the interferences from the interfering source so that the
interferences can be discovered and eliminated. Therefore, the
crossfire criterion, which complements the standard adversarial
loss, improves the ability of each discriminator in discriminat-
ing against the interfering source and prevent the two output
distributions of the generator from corrupting each other.

3. Crossfire Conditional GANs (Cr-cGANs)
3.1. Implementation of Cr-cGANs

To further improve the discriminators, we extend Cr-GANs to
its conditional version, i.e., Cr-cGANs, by introducing GPM to
the original unconditional discriminators Dk of Cr-GANs. The
GPM aims to extract effective CI from the mixture. It should be
noted that extracting effective CI is essential for SVE. This is
because unlike most other generative tasks [21] where we usu-
ally have more freedom to generate samples1, in SVE task, the

1For example, for a ‘dog’ label, we can generate many specific dog
samples [26].
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Figure 2: The proposed Cr-cGANs.

freedom of generating effective sources in the target distribution
with a specific input mixture is quite limited. As a result, the
conditional discriminators for SVE need to be highly picky to
restrict the generator, especially when the conditional discrimi-
nators are trained with unlabelled datasets in a semi-supervised
fashion, i.e., the mixtures and sources for training are not paired.

The proposed Cr-cGANs is shown in Fig. 2. In Cr-cGANs,
the original unconditional discriminator Dk(k = 1, 2) in Cr-
GANs is decomposed into two sub-processes: (i) the intrinsic
feature extraction subprocess φk : Xk → RL1 and (ii) the un-
conditional discriminating subprocess ψk : RL1 → R, and then
Dk can be written as Dk(z) = ψk(φk(z)), where z is a real
or faked source. With this decomposition, the intrinsic features
φk(z) can be used for (1) unconditional discriminating, i.e.,
ψk(φk), by modeling the property of each source and (2) con-
ditional discriminating by working cooperatively with effective
CI extracted from the mixture y.

In GPM, effective high-level CI (L2-dimension) is ex-
tracted from the mixture y ∈ Y using a deep neural network
(DNN), ζk : Y → RL2 , which has 6 convolutional layers and
a dense layer. We compute the inner product of ζk(y) and the
intrinsic features φk(z) to incorporate CI into the conditional
discriminators of Cr-cGANs.

Using the above GPM, the conditional discriminator of Cr-
cGANs, denoted by fk(k = 1, 2), can be formulated as

fk(z, y) := ζk(y)
TEkφk(z) + ψk(φk(z)), k = 1, 2, (12)

where Ek ∈ RL2×L1 is the embedding matrix of ζk(y). When
Ek = 0, fk(z, y) = Dk(z), i.e., Cr-cGANs reduce to Cr-
GANs. When Ek 6= 0, fk considers CI from the mixture.

3.2. Formulation of Cr-cGANs

The proposed Cr-cGANs is constructed by replacing the orig-
inal unconditional discriminator Dk with the conditional dis-
criminator fk. According to this implementation, the unsuper-
vised loss Lu in Eq. (3) becomes

L̃u(G) = −Ey[f1(G1(y), y)]− Ey[f2(G2(y), y)]. (13)

The gradient penalty Lgrad
k in Eq. (5) becomes

L̃grad
k (x) = EyEx|y max(||∇xfk(x, y)||2 − 1, 0)2. (14)

The conditional adversarial loss in Cr-cGANs is

minf1,f2 −W̃p(f1, f2) + λP̃adv(f1, f2), (15)

Algorithm 1 The training algorithm of Cr-cGANs (Cr-GANs).
1: for each of the training iterations do
2: Fix G and train discriminators f1 (D1) and f2 (D2) for Ndisc

steps:

adversial : minf1,f2 −W̃p + λP̃adv (minD1,D2
−Wp+λPadv),

crossfire : minf1,f2 −Ṽc+λP̃cr (minD1,D2
−Vc + λPcr).

3: Fix both discriminators and train the generator G:

minG Ls + αL̃u + βLadd (minG Ls + αLu + βLadd).

4: end for

Table 2: Different models covered by Algorithm 1.

Models Baseline [20] GANs [20] cGANs Cr-GANs Cr-cGANs

Adversarial ×
√ √ √ √

Crossfire × × ×
√ √

GPM × ×
√

×
√

W̃p(f1, f2) = EyEx1|y[f1(x1, y)]−Ey[f1(G1(y), y)]

+ EyEx2|y[f2(x2, y)]−Ey[f2(G2(y), y)],(16)

P̃adv(f1, f2) = L̃grad
1 (x̂adv

1 ) + L̃grad
2 (x̂adv

2 ). (17)

Similarly, the conditional crossfire criterion in Cr-cGANs is

minD1,D2 −Ṽc(D1, D2) + λP̃cr(D1, D2), (18)

Ṽc(f1, f2) = EyEx1|y[f1(x1, y)]−Ey[f1(G2(y), y)]

+ EyEx2|y[f2(x2, y)]−Ey[f2(G1(y), y)],(19)

P̃cr(f1, f2) = L̃grad
1 (x̂cr

1 ) + L̃grad
2 (x̂cr

2 ). (20)

4. Training of Cr-cGANs/Cr-GANs
The training of Cr-cGANs/Cr-GANs is described in Algo-
rithm 1: after each generator updates, we takeNdisc(= 5) updat-
ing steps for both discriminators, which include a dual-objective
optimization made of adversarial and crossfire steps. All differ-
ent models covered by Algorithm 1 are summarized in Table 2,
where ‘Baseline’ can be obtained by setting α = 0 and β = 0.

5. Evaluations
For the SVE task, Cr-GANs (Cr-cGANs) have one genera-
tor and two discriminators (for the vocal and accompaniment
(acc.), respectively). The magnitude and phase of the mix-
ture/source signal were calculated by short-time Fourier trans-
form (STFT) and only the magnitudes were used for training.
At inference, the time-domain vocal and acc. sources were ob-
tained by applying inverse STFT to the estimated vocal and acc.
magnitudes and the original phase of the mixture, respectively.
The separation performance was measured by the BSS-EVAL
toolkit [27] with respect to three criteria, source-to-distortion
ratio (SDR), source-to-interferences ratio (SIR), and sources-
to-artifacts ratio (SAR).

The proposed method was compared with the state-of-the-
art GANs based SVE method in [20] under the exactly same
conditions. In accordance with [20], all models in Table 2 were
evaluated on DSD100 [24] and CCMixter [25] datasets. Ta-
ble 3 compares the separation performance of all models, where
‘Baseline’ and ‘GANs’ comes from [20], ‘cGANs’ (with GPM),
‘Cr-GANs’ (with ‘crossfire’ criterion), and ‘Cr-cGANs’ (with



Table 3: Comparisons of the mean performance for different models (α = β = 0.001) (in dB).

Dataset Criteria
Baseline [20] GANs [20] cGANs Cr-GANs Cr-cGANs (acc) Cr-cGANs (voc) Cr-cGANs (full)
Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal

DSD100
SDR 11.14 3.64 11.19 3.87 11.35 3.99 10.85 3.92 11.32 3.93 11.39 3.93 11.26 4.01
SIR 14.23 7.79 14.63 9.32 14.73 9.49 14.55 10.25 15.12 9.35 14.88 9.14 14.26 10.33
SAR 14.49 6.75 14.24 6.12 14.40 6.13 13.6 5.73 13.99 6.13 14.29 6.26 14.71 5.82

CCMixter
SDR 10.87 3.38 11.14 3.69 10.97 3.58 10.66 3.77 11.06 3.68 11.12 3.72 11.17 3.87
SIR 15.16 6.70 16.16 8.44 16.14 8.17 15.96 8.89 16.74 8.51 16.48 8.39 15.71 9.02
SAR 13.62 7.97 13.39 6.86 13.16 7.12 12.88 6.75 13.05 6.83 13.29 7.02 13.82 6.96

Table 4: Comparisons of the mean performance between GANs and Cr-cGANs under different α (β = 0.001) (in dB).

Dataset Criteria
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1

Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal Acc. Vocal
GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs

DSD100
SDR 11.31 11.33 3.80 4.04 11.19 11.26 3.87 4.01 9.98 11.38 3.08 3.84 9.23 11.23 1.71 4.12
SIR 15.01 14.80 9.03 10.0 14.63 14.26 9.32 10.33 12.84 15.14 8.25 8.72 11.41 14.84 7.96 9.51
SAR 14.05 14.33 6.13 5.93 14.24 14.71 6.12 5.82 13.58 14.13 5.58 6.45 13.85 14.06 3.95 6.30

CCMixter
SDR 10.89 10.87 3.42 3.45 11.14 11.17 3.69 3.87 9.97 10.71 2.78 3.25 9.88 10.84 2.68 3.68
SIR 16.31 16.31 7.97 8.39 16.16 15.71 8.44 9.02 14.16 15.95 7.17 7.77 13.40 16.28 8.17 7.89
SAR 13.00 13.02 6.93 6.79 13.39 13.82 6.86 6.96 12.76 13.02 6.33 6.83 13.32 12.99 5.16 7.39

both GPM and ‘crossfire’ criterion) are the proposed models.
We trained the ‘Cr-cGANs’ model in three ways (see the last
three columns): ‘Cr-cGANs (acc)’ used only the acc. discrimi-
nator, ‘Cr-cGANs (voc)’ used only the vocal discriminator, and
‘Cr-cGANs (full)’ used both the acc. and vocal discriminators.
The hyper-parameters were set as α = β = 0.001 [20].

We can observe from Table 3 that

(i) cGANs vs. GANs: when applying GPM to GANs, (i.e.,
the cGANs model), the SDR, SIR, and SAR on DSD100
were improved for both vocal and acc., while the results
on CCMixter were degraded;

(ii) Cr-GANs vs. GANs: when adding the ‘crossfire’ crite-
rion to GANs (i.e., the Cr-GANs model), the SDR and
SIR of vocal were improved for both datasets;

(iii) Cr-cGANs (full) vs. GANs: when both GPM and ‘cross-
fire’ criterion were applied (i.e., the Cr-cGANs model),
we obtained an overall improvement for SDR and SIR
on vocal for both two datasets; and

(iv) Cr-cGANs (full) vs. cGANs and Cr-GANs: the Cr-
cGANs performed much better than only applying the
GPM or ‘crossfire’ criterion, indicating that the GPM
and ‘crossfire’ criterion were beneficial to each other.

In addition, the Cr-cGANs (full) model was better than Cr-
cGANs (acc) and Cr-cGANs (voc) models on most metrics for
the CCMixter dataset, which suggested that two ‘crossfire’ dis-
criminators could work cooperatively to eliminate the mutual
inferences from the interfering source.

We also compared the performance of Cr-cGANs and
GANs using different α from 0.0001 to 0.1, where β was fixed
at 0.001. According to Table 4, the Cr-cGANs was better than
GANs for both datasets, especially for α = 0.01, 0.1.

Finally, we compared the statistics between GANs and Cr-
cGANs (full). Except for mean (Mean) and standard deviation
(SD), the median (Med) results with its median absolute devi-
ation (MAD) were calculated as they were more robust against
outliers [28]. It can be seen from Table 5 that the Cr-cGANs was
superior to GANs in terms of SDR, e.g., 0.21 dB improvement
in Med for DSD100 and 0.46 dB improvement for CCMix-
ter. For SIR, we obtained 0.59 dB improvement in Med and
1.01 dB improvement in Mean for DSD100, and similar results
for CCMixter. For SAR, although the mean of Cr-cGANs for

Table 5: Statistics of singing voice extracting (in dB).

Vocal SDR SIR SAR
GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs GANs Cr-cGANs

DSD100

Med 4.61 4.82 10.21 10.8 6.38 6.44
MAD 1.23 0.95 1.95 1.68 0.98 0.77
Mean 3.87 4.01 9.32 10.33 6.12 5.82
SD 2.77 2.61 3.55 3.58 2.03 1.96

CCMixter

Med 4.11 4.57 8.91 9.13 7.23 7.58
MAD 2.0 1.95 2.58 3.28 2.2 1.72
Mean 3.69 3.87 8.44 9.02 6.86 6.96
SD 4.06 4.06 5.4 5.66 2.6 2.69

DSD100 is 0.3 dB lower than GANs, the Med of Cr-cGANs
still slightly increased. For CCMixter, the SAR of Cr-cGANs
were 0.35 dB in Med and 0.1 dB in Mean better than GANs.

6. Conclusions
We introduced a novel GANs/cGANs framework, i.e., Cr-
GANs/Cr-cGANs, for the SVE task. The separation perfor-
mance of Cr-GANs is enhanced by jointly training with the
traditional adversarial criterion and the proposed crossfire cri-
terion, where the crossfire criterion allows the discriminators to
work cooperatively with the generator for eliminating the mu-
tual interferences from the interfering source. To effectively use
conditional information (CI), we updated the Cr-GANs to its
conditional version, i.e., Cr-cGANs, by introducing the GPM
to the unconditional discriminators. Experimental results have
shown the effectiveness of Cr-GANs/Cr-cGANs. These frame-
works can be potentially extended to the scenario of three or
more sources and other audio source separation applications.
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